A data analysis microcomputer package (DAMP) for biomedical signals.
The advent of cheap, powerful microcomputer systems makes the analysis of data via sophisticated techniques available to the personnel who are non-specialists in computing systems. The DAMP package described here is intended for use on personal computers and has therefore been written in BASIC for portability. The analysis techniques are powerful, comprising algorithms to perform sample-data generation, plotting displays, digital data filtering, auto-correlation functions, fast Fourier transforms and autoregressive modelling. The last technique contains a number of options including the display of z-plane plots, frequency response of the model, residual plotting and auto-correlation of the residuals. Illustrative results are shown from psychological mood data and rat locomotor activity. The package is designed both to instruct a user in the techniques of spectral analysis, and also to provide a range of methods for investigating time and frequency behaviour of biomedical data.